
Blackboard Ally Basics
Brought to you by ITAS



Purpose of This Training

This training takes a look at the Ally tool for Blackboard: 
• what it does (and does not) check
• what the symbols mean
• how it can help you create more accessible 

instruction
• how accessible files translate to alternate formats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This training takes a look at the Ally tool for Blackboard: what it does (and does not) check, what the symbols mean, how it can help you create more accessible instruction, and how accessible files translate to alternate formats.



Measurable Outcomes

After this training you will be able to 
• Identify and explain the symbols used by the Ally 

tool
• Navigate the Instructor Feedback panel
• Find and double-check alternate formats of files
• Compare what types of issues/items Ally does and 

does not check 



What is Blackboard Ally? 

Ally is a tool in Blackboard.

It helps gauge the accessibility of uploaded 
files.
It creates alternate formats of files for 
students.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ally is a tool in Blackboard that helps gauge the accessibility of uploaded files. This allows you to see if images, PDFs, Word documents, and PowerPoints are accessible.It creates alternate formats from your files that students can access. We will learn more about that later in this training.



Understanding the Signs – The Meter

Red and low for 
inaccessible

Green and full for very 
accessible

Images courtesy of Blackboard Ally Instructor Package: Resources and Support - Attribution 3.0 Unported (CC BY 3.0) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ally indicates the accessibility of your files using a meter symbol: red and low for inaccessible, green and full for very accessible.This is a quick gauge tool that allows you to see at a glance what files you need to look closer at.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Taking a Closer Look – Instructor Feedback

See your general rating and 
select to get feedback. 

Instructor 
Feedback Screen:
• Main issue
• All issues
• Explanations 
• An upload box 

to upload your 
fixed file

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hover over the gauge with your mouse pointer to see your general rating. Select the gauge icon to get instructor feedback and a specific percentage. The feedback screen provides several tools. It highlights the main issues with the file, offers a tab to see and fix all issues, offers explanations about the issues, and gives you an upload box to easily upload your fixed file right in the interface.



Explanations – “What this means” tool

• Two types of 
explanations 

• “What this means” 
box explains why.

• May have several 
screens of 
information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Instructor Feedback interface, there are two boxes that provide explanations regarding the primary issue with the document. Selecting the “What this means” box will give you an explanation of the primary issue and why it is important to fix it. This may have several screens of information that you can scroll through by selecting the left or right arrows. 



Explanations – “How to” tool

• The “How to” tool explains 
how to fix the primary 
issue.

• Selecting it opens a 
walkthrough for fixing the 
issue. 

• May ask you questions to 
determine the process. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other explanatory tool on the Instructor Feedback interface offers guidance on how to fix the primary issue. Selecting this box opens a panel that will walk you through fixing the issue. You may have to answer a question or two as it guides you through the process. 



The “All Issues” feature

The “All Issues” tab lists any 
issue that Ally has identified.
Gives you:
• Percent improvement for 

fixing each issue
• When available, the option 

to fix it 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Selecting the “All Issues” tab will bring up any issue that Ally has identified, as opposed to just the primary one. It will tell you what percent your document will be improved by fixing each issue, and, when available, give you the option to fix it (similar to the “How to” tool). `



Your Turn –
The Feedback Screen



Images
In the Instructor Feedback pane for 
images, you can:

• edit or add an alternative description

• mark the image as decorative 

• remove the description 

• get information on alternative 
descriptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For images uploaded in Blackboard, Ally is primarily checking for alternative description that explains the image. When you select the meter icon next to the image, it will bring up the Instructor Feedback pane. In that pane, you have several options. You can edit or add an alternative description in the “Edit alternative description” box. You can remove the description from the image. You can get information on what alternative descriptions are and how to write them well, but you can also mark the image as decorative. While you may have been told that all images need alternative text, images that convey no meaning and are only for visual enhancement should actually be marked as decorative. This tells assistive technology to bypass reading that image so that the person using the screen reader is not bogged down by unnecessary information and can receive the meaningful information more efficiently.



Your Turn –
Adding Alternative Text



Microsoft Documents

Ally looks for headings, 
color contrast, table 
headers, alternative text, 
and more.

Most issues have a Fix 
option. 

Drop File box or Browse 
button for easy upload

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Word documents or PowerPoints uploaded in Blackboard, Ally looks at the same elements that the Microsoft Accessibility Checker looks for. It looks for proper heading structures, color contrast, table headers, alternative text, and other items, but it is not as accurate as the internal Microsoft Accessibility checker. Ally may not have guidance for all of these issues yet either, but you can get guidance from within Microsoft programs concerning issues that Ally has not addressed yet. For issues that Ally does give guidance for, you can simply select the Fix option from the Feedback pane and follow the step-by-step instructions. When you have finished fixing the document and have saved it, you can use the Drop File box or Browse button to upload the fixed document right in the Ally interface. 



PDFs

Ally looks at PDFs for 
similar things.

Ally gives different 
guidance for PDFs: it asks 
if you have access to the 
original document. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For PDF documents uploaded in Blackboard, Ally looks at the same elements as for Microsoft documents, like proper heading structures, color contrast, table headers, and alternative text. One difference that you will notice in the guidance Ally gives for PDFs is that it asks you initially if you can access the original document. This is because it is easier to fix issues in word processor programs and then convert them into PDFs than it is to fix issues in the PDF itself. If you didn’t create the document yourself, or you do not have access to the original, or it is a scanned document, you will want to have a conversation with the ITAS team about your options for that document. 



Your Turn –
Replacing Documents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want you all to practice uploading a file seeing how Ally changes the read out. Follow along with me as I retrieve this file, then you can use the Feedback screen to upload it.



Understanding Alternative Formats

Alternative formats 
offer different ways 
of interacting with 
content.

Image courtesy of Blackboard Ally Instructor Package: Resources 
and Support - Attribution 3.0 Unported (CC BY 3.0) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alternative formats are not just for students with disabilities. They offer different ways of interacting with content that may suit students’ devices, schedules, and learning styles better. There are a variety of formats, each with different benefits, as Blackboard’s Instructor Resources and Support Package outlines. OCRed PDF is automatically extracted text with the benefit of improved scanned documents and better reading and text search. A tagged PDF is a structured PDF for assistive technology with improved structure for navigation which is essential for screen readers.HTML is formatted for browser and mobile device use and allows users to customize text. This format also adapts text to mobile screen sizes.ePub is a format that is best for use on tablets and e-book readers. It allows for annotating and highlighting.Electronic braille format is a file compatible with electronic braille displays. This allows students with visual impairments to access your materials in the same time frame as other students. This is an essential alternate format.The audio format is a MP3 recording of text that allows students to listen and learn on the go, engages different modalities, and provides yet another alternative format for students who have visual impairments. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Alternative Formats in Ally

Any document that Ally has checked will have the option for 
alternative formats. 
Not all items will have all formats available: 
• A PDF will not have the Tagged PDF option because it is 

already a PDF.
• A Microsoft document, however, will have the Tagged PDF 

option. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any document that Ally has checked will have the option for alternative formats. Not all items will have all formats available: a PDF will not have the Tagged PDF option because it is already a PDF. A Microsoft document, however, will have the Tagged PDF option. The next few slides will walk you through the process of downloading an alternative format. It is the same process from both the student and instructor perspectives.



Downloading Alternative Format – Steps 1-3

1. Hover over the title.

2. Select the chevron.

3. Select the alternative 
format option.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, locate the file you want the alternate format for and hover over the title of the file until the chevron appears next to it. Second, select the chevron to access the options drop-down menu. Then select the alternative format option.



Downloading Alternative Formats - Steps 4 - 6 

4. Select the format you 
want to download.

5. Select the Download 
button. 

6. Open the file from your 
download area.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After selecting the alternative formats option, you will see a screen with a variety of alternative formats and a radio button next to each one. Select the format you want to download.Select the Download button to begin the download. You may be asked to wait while the file generates. Once the file generates, it will show up in your Downloads folder or on your Download bar depending on your computer and browser. Finally, open the file from your download area to access your alternative format. 



The Student’s Perspective

Alternative formats are only as good as the material we 
put in.

Check the alternative formats for availability and 
accuracy.

Ally must generate each alternative format the first 
time it is accessed. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that you know what the alternative formats are and how to access them, it is important to realize that these formats are only usable and accurate if the documents they are generated from are formatted appropriately. If the original documents are not formatted well, then the alternative format will not be useful for your students. That is why you want to improve your accessibility score on documents. As with any changes you make to your course, you should always check the alternate formats to see if they are available and accurate after fixing a document. This may take a moment as Ally must generate each alternate format. This is another good reason to check each type of format. Ally only needs to generate the alternate format the first time it is accessed. By checking, you are also generating the format; thus, your students will not have to wait for a format to be generated when they go to use it.



Your Turn –
Alternative Formats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want you all to practice uploading a file seeing how Ally changes the read out. Follow along with me as I retrieve this file, then you can use the Feedback interface to upload it.



What Ally Does Not Check

Ally does not check for:

• Captions on any videos  (Camtasia, YouTube or 
other)

• Header rows or reading order of tables built in 
Blackboard’s content editor

• Raw URLs in Blackboard’s content editor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ally is a very useful tool to help you start improving the accessibility of your courses, but it does not check everything in your course. If a content item does not have a gauge next to it, Ally has not checked it. Ally does not check for captions on any videos, be it Camtasia or YouTube or other linked or embedded videos. It does not check for header rows or reading order of tables built in Blackboard’s content editor, and it does not check for raw URLs in text entered directly into Blackboard. It does not check the accessibility of linked websites or articles on those websites or third-party or publisher learning tools. For these materials, you must check accessibility yourself.



What Ally Does Not Check, cont.

Ally does not check for:

• The accessibility of linked websites or articles on 
those websites

• The accessibility of third-party or publisher learning 
tools.

• Google Docs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ally also does not check the accessibility of linked websites or articles on those websites, google docs, and third-party or publisher learning tools. For these materials, you must check accessibility yourself. 



Other “Nots”

Ally does not offer guidance on:

• Contrast issues

• Fixing PDF titles

Ally does not offer alternative formats on:

• Images directly inserted into the editor

• Anything that does not have a meter by it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will notice, the more that you interact with Ally that there are some things Ally does not offer guidance on. These may change when update Blackboard again, but for now there is no guidance on contrast issues or on adding titles to a PDF. These are things we will cover in the Word and PDF accessibility training we are launching in October. To preface that training, I would like to mention that Word, PowerPoint, Excel, and Adobe Acrobat Pro have their own built in accessibility readers that check for all of the things Ally checks for and even more. Now we have noticed that sometimes you can run a document through the Microsoft and the Adobe accessibility checkers, and fix all of the issues noted there, and Ally still will not give you a 100%. This is why it is important to remember that these technologies are tools, but you are the ultimate judge of the end product. If you know that Microsoft and Adobe both say you are accessible, then your document is accessible enough to work properly with the alternative formats for your students. If you notice major discrepancies between Ally and the other accessibility checkers, please email ITAS so we can help identify issues and offer feedback to Blackboard. Regarding alternative formats, remember that those will only be available through Ally if the item has a meter icon next to it. The only exclusion that we know of so far is an image uploaded directly into the Blackboard editor, like the WSU Tech logo in your modules. 



Resources

Blackboard Help – Ally for Instructors

Blackboard Ally Instructor Package: Resources and Support
(PDF)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I'd like to open it up for questions. 

https://help.blackboard.com/Ally/Ally_for_LMS/Instructor
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